Lentiviral-RNA-interference system mediating homogenous and monitored level of gene silencing in human embryonic stem cells.
Genetic modifications of human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) that will efficiently promote stable homogenous gene silencing, and will also allow monitoring of the silencing level, may be invaluable for the study of function of genes in early human embryogenesis, differentiation, and maintenance of pluripotency of hESCs. RNA-mediated interference (RNAi) emerges as a highly efficient tool for specific knockdown of gene expression. Lentiviruses are efficient vectors for the delivery and stable expression of transgenes in hESCs. We sought to develop a lentiviral-RNAi-based system that will efficiently induce homogenous gene silencing and will allow the monitoring of its relative level in hESCs. Dual-promoter lentiviral vectors coexpressing an RNAi cassette and a reporter gene were initially used for efficient and stable induction of heterogeneous levels of gene silencing in polyclonal hESCs. This step was further combined with the isolation of transduced clones with different homogenous levels of gene silencing. The level of silencing in each of the clones correlated and could be monitored by the level of expression of the vector's reporter transgene. Thus, our system allows easy identification of clones with relatively different homogenous levels of gene silencing. Our approach would be valuable for the study of function of genes, in particular those whose role in hESCs biology depends on their level of expression.